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Abstract

The problem we address is how to find interesting but
previously unknown implicit information within the
scientific literature. Useful information can go
unnoticed if it is not explicit within any single
article, but can be inferred by considering together
two (or more) separate articles. We have conducted
numerous link analyses of title words and phrases
within the MEDLINE database in order to detect
complementary relationships that reveal or suggest new
information. We have used the computer to identify and
construct suggestive juxtapositions of medical article
titles in an attempt to enhance the ability of
biomedical researchers to detect new and useful
relationships that otherwise would be very difficult
to uncover. This software is also a tool for
investigating the process and problems of link analysis
in natural language text. It is available for free
public use on the web.

Introduction and Background

Link analysis of natural language text passages can in
principle reveal or suggest new information not contained
in the original passages considered separately. We have
applied this idea to article titles within the biomedical
literature. For example, one article might report an
association or link between A and B while another reports
a relationship between B and C. If nothing has been
published concerning such a link between A and C, then
to bring together the separate articles on A-B and B-C
may suggest a novel A-C relationship of scientific interest.
There are about 9 million records in the MEDLINE
database; clearly most combinations of records, even just
pairings, have never been considered.

Since 1986 our work has focused on finding and
analyzing complementary linkages based on the above
ABC model. More recently we have designed and
successfully tested computer aids that can facilitate this
process, and by so doing enhance human ability to
discover novel implicit relationships in the scientific
literature. This software, called ARROWSMITH,
processes article titles downloaded from large
bibliographic databases such as MEDLINE, BIOSIS,
EMBASE, or SCISEARCH. Title words and phrases

provide the raw material that suggests or points to the
underlying linkages (such as A-B and B-C above)
between separately published scientific findings or
arguments. Our goal has been to produce both a research
tool for text-based link analysis and at the same time a
working interactive system useful to biomedical scientists
(Swanson 1991; Swanson and Smalheiser 1997).

We have so far identified eight examples of literature
structures based on the above idea (Swanson 1986, 1988,
1990a; Smalheiser and Swanson 1994, 1996a, 1996b,
1997, 1998), each of which led to a novel, plausible, and
testable medical hypothesis. In at least two of these cases
(Swanson 1986, 1988), the hypothesis was subsequently
corroborated experimentally by medical researchers. We
have cited and discussed these corroborations elsewhere
(Swanson 1993, Smalbeiser and Swanson 1994).

Our process of analyzing title-linkages is not reducible
to a formalism, but can be illuminated by examples, such
as the following two MEDLINE rifles encountered by a
researcher trying to discover the cause of migraine:

i) The relation of migraine and epilepsy.
ii) The magnesium-deficient rat as a model of epilepsy.
The two titles have in common the word "epilepsy",

which appears to provide a link of some kind between
migraine and magnesium. The nature of the link is not
clear from the titles alone, but the titles seem suggestive
enough to merit further investigation.

Notice that the linkage alluded to, if valid, would be of
particular interest if it is nowhere made explicit in either
the migraine or magnesium literature, for we could then
infer that new information has been revealed by bringing
together two previously published but separate pieces of
information. This new information is suggested and
supported, but not logically entailed, by the known
information. It becomes convincing only with the help of
background knowledge and certain presuppositions of
context. The first title is vague, but the reader tends to
assume that the article would not be worth publishing
unless the "relation" mentioned was both biologically
based and scientifically interesting. The word "model" in
the second title is understood against a substantive
background of information about animal models of human
diseases, and in that context is suggestive of a causal
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relationship.
The problem we identify in this example is not how to

draw an inference about the possible effect of magnesium
on migraine, but rather how these two titles could have
been found and brought together in the first place without
knowing in advance that epilepsy might be involved. Any
inferences about the significance or nature of this linkage,
once the titles have been brought together, are left to the
user.

A MEDLINE search can of course readily find every
record in the database that mentions both A and C
(magnesium and migraine), but we are especially
interested in the cases for which such a "direct" search
turns up little or nothing. A conventional database search
cannot identify unknown indirect links such as epilepsy in
the above example. ARROWSMITH is designed to solve
that problem.

Using the Software

Our approach is based on a series of filters, restrictions,
and strategies that both limit the search space and
circumvent the obviously difficult problem of telling the
computer what to look for and how to recognize
complementary relationships. The input to the
ARROWSMITH software consists of two files created by
searching MEDLINE. The software is divided into five
stages, described below. ARROWSMITH can be run
(free) from a website that accepts transmitted files as input
at http://ldwi.uchicago.edu

How to prepare the input files

Begin with a medical disorder or disease (such as
migraine), and conduct a MEDLINE title-word search.
Download all titles that contain the word "migraine", (or
that otherwise explicitly identify the chosen problem),
creating File C.

Conduct a second MEDLINE search to identify a target
literature, and download titles that identify it (e.g. titles
with the word "magnesium") to create File A.

Or, if there is no specific A-term that seems to merit an
immediate test, then choose a broad category as a basis
for the MEDLINE search. This broad search need not be
restricted to title words. In general, categories of external
agents or substances that may enter the body and have
beneficial or adverse effects on the disorder C are of
interest. Especially important are dietary factors (or
dietary deficiencies), toxins, and categories of
pharmaceutical agents or their targets.

Typically, files A and C contain several thousand titles.
The website version of ARROWSMITH is limited to 5000
titles in each file. (Larger files can be run on request.)

Stage 1: Upload the two input files to the kiwi website

After it receives File C and File A, ARROWSMITH
creates a list of all "important" words and phrases
common to the two files. This list of terms provides the
source for the intermediate linkages, B, within A-B-C
relationships. The distinction between words that are
"important" and words that are not is implemented by
means of a 7000-word STOPLIST (words to be excluded)
compiled in advance by applying human judgment, and
then used by the computer as a filter. The output of this
stage is a preliminary list of B-terms, made available to
the user 5-30 minutes (depending on file sizes) after Files
C and A are received.

Stage 2: Edit the B-list

The preliminary B-list should be edited by the user.
Notwithstanding the STOPLIST filter, the B-~t often
contains many terms that the user would not consider
potentially interesting as a B-linkage in the fight of the
particular problem at hand. At the website, the
preliminary B-list appears in a scrollable "option" window
that permits multiple selection of terms. The selected
terms are then deleted from the B-list.

Stage 3: Title-browsing

The edited B-fist is displayed in a window in which each
B-term is a pointer to the titles from File A containing that
term (called the AB titles). Each AB title fist contains 
pointer to the corresponding set of BC titles, thus
facilitating a systematic, organized process of point-and-
click title-browsing. Successful use of ARROWSMITH
depends on the user’s subject knowledge, ingenuity, and
ability to see promising connections suggested by
comparing AB titles with BC titles for each B.

Stage 4: Ranking individual A-terms

Stages 4 and 5 do not apply if File A, above, was based on
a specific substance (such as magnesium). However, 
File A was created by searching a broad category, then it
becomes of interest to identify more specific A-terms that
occur in the titles of records within that category.
ARROWSMITH derives, from the AB title fist, a list of
words and phrases that become candidates for these more
specific terms. The list of candidates is called the A-list.
Each term on the A-fist is associated with all B-terms that
co-occur with it in the AB titles. The A-list terms are then
ranked by the number of associated terms from the B-list.
This method is a simplified version of the ranking method
discussed previously (Swanson and Smalheiser 1997).
Thus the output of Stage 4 is a ranked A-~t. (Using
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"migraine" to create File C, and a dietary/deficiency
category to create File A, the word "magnesium"
appeared at or near the top of the resulting A-list.)

The user of ARROWSMITH can select what appear to
be the most promising entries from the ranked A-list, and
then, with the help of both subject and citation searching,
investigate any "direct" A-C relationships that may have
already been published (Garfield 1994; Swanson 1990b).
If such already known information is scarce or
inadequate, the next step would then be to re-run
ARROWSMITH beginning again at Stage 1, but now
using a single specific A as the basis for File A instead of
a broad category.

Stage 5: Editing and grouping terms on the A-list

As was the case for the B-list, the A-list may contain
many terms of no interest that should be manually deleted.
Stage 5 presents the A-list within a scrollable option
window that permits multiple selection. Two modes of
operation are offered. In the first, all terms selected are
deleted, just as in Stage 2. In the second mode, all terms
selected are grouped together and treated as synonymous
for the purpose of ranking. For example, the A-list might
contain ascorbate, ascorbic acid, and vitamin C. In one
pass through the window, clicking on these three terms
will create a group in which the total number of associated
B-terms from each of the three are combined into a single
new total which then gives the group a higher rank than
any of the component A-terms. The user may alternate
between the deletion mode and the grouping mode, using
each mode as many times as desired until satisfied with
the final A-list, which is then reranked.

Synonym Recognition

Stages 2,3 and 5 depend on the user to recognize and take
into account synonyms and related terms that should be
considered together. Strict synonyms (such as ascorbic
acid and vitamin C) could be handled automatically by
means of table lookup, but it is clear that the problem is
much deeper. Terms that are more loosely related may
serve similar purposes in some particular context of
interest (e.g. fish oils and eicosapentaenoic acid, or
antioxidants and free radicals). A future version of
ARROWSMITH will present to the user a list of word
(and phrase) pairs that are candidates for "surrogate
synonyms" that would serve as an aid to editing,
browsing, grouping, and ranking in Stages 2, 3, and 5.
Words will be paired if they tend to appear in similar
contexts, as defined with the help of 2nd order title-word
co-occurrence data.
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Patterns of Complementarity

In studying links that occur in title words and phrases, we
have indentified a few regularities or patterns. For
example, the A-B and B-C relationships largely fall into
two groups that can be called "influence" and "similarity".
The influence of A on B can be expressed in many ways,
including: increases, decreases, promotes, inhibits,
ameliorates, exacerbates, enhances, causes, accelerates,
facilitates, triggers, catalyzes, competes with, or acts
synergistically. The direction of influence may also be
reversed, with B influencing A. The software is indifferent
and symmetric with respect to the direction of any
relationship. The concept of "similarity" can be important
either alone (A is similar to B and B is similar to C) or 
conjunction with "influence": A influences B, and C is
similar to B, thus suggesting that A might influence C.
(e.g. Magnesium deficiency triggers or exacerbates
seizures; migraine in some respects is similar to epilepsy,
suggesting therefore that magnesium deficiency may
trigger or exacerbate migraine attacks.) In addition to the
foregoing two categories, we have encountered a third,
"locale" or "proximity". "A" may be a drug or other
substance that is active at a specific site in the body (e.g.
a small region of the brain), B, while it is also apparent
that disease C manifests a characteristic pathology at site
B, suggesting then that A may influence C at location B.

The foregoing regularities notwithstanding, natural
language is richly expressive, and the variety of ways in
which meaningful biological linkages can be suggested to
the expert human observer is probably so large as to
defeat any attempt to formalize and automate the
recognition and inference process. ARROWSMITH in its
present form does not attempt to do so, but instead is
designed to organize and display rifles so as to facilitate
human recognition of implicit connections. Moreover,
such connections are almost always interpreted not as
conclusions but more loosely as hypotheses that may be
plausible enough to merit further investigation and testing.

ARROWSMITH is a practical tool that can aid the
biomedical researcher. It is also a research tool for
investigating the problem of formalizing the natural
language text linkages that occur in titles (and perhaps
abstracts or full text) of medical articles.

Related Work by Others

This project has been analyzed, enhanced, and
extended in a number of recent papers (Chen 1993; Cory
1998; Davies 1989; Finn 1998; Garfield 1994; Gordon and
Lindsay 1996; Gordon and Dumais 1998; Kostoff 1998;
Rikken 1998; Spasser 1997). Analogous work on



computer-generated discovery in chemical reaction
pathways has also been reported (Valdes-Perez 1994).
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